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Neurophysiological evaluation of segmental motor neuron
function of the thoracic cord in chronic SCI

A Frostell1, P Mattsson1, JKE Persson1,3, B Hedman1,4, J Nordblom1,2, A Lindenryd5, K Trok1,4, L Brundin1,4

and M Svensson1,2

Study design: Pilot study.
Objectives: The aim of the study was to develop a neurophysiological method to diagnose the cranial as well as the caudal level of a
complete thoracic spinal cord injury (SCI) with higher precision than today’s protocols.
Setting: SCI unit Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
Methods: Bipolar needle electromyography was recorded in intercostal spaces of five patients with chronic, complete thoracic SCI.
Tests were performed during rest, during voluntary activation and during activation of lower body spasticity. Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) was performed in each patient according to a protocol optimized for imaging near metal implants.
Results: Three distinct patterns were found in each patient. Above the lesion we found voluntary activated, normal motor unit
potentials (MUPs). At the neurological level and a varying number of segments below, denervated intercostal segments with fibrillation
potentials and positive sharp waves appeared. Below the neurological level, normal MUP activated in concert with lower body spasticity
was found. The number of denervated segments showed a significant correlation to the length of spinal cord discontinuity on MRI
(r¼0.97, Po0.05).
Conclusion: Intercostal neurophysiology in combination with MRI optimized for imaging near metal implants can be used to
determine the extent of a chronic complete thoracic SCI, both anatomically and functionally. The described method increases the
sensitivity to detect delicate neurological changes related to the dynamic of the pathology that follows SCI and may be useful in
analyzing outcome in clinical trials.
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INTRODUCTION

Spinal cord injury (SCI) with loss of neurological function represents a
major challenge, not only in terms of adjusting patients and their
environment to daily life with SCI, but also on a basic scientific level in
developing therapeutic options that improve outcome in patients. A
number of strategies are being investigated, and some are approaching
the clinic (Kwon et al.1 for an overview). In any clinical trial treatment
safety is the most important concern. For this reason, the Interna-
tional Campaign for Cures of spinal cord injury Paralysis (ICCP)
guidelines for clinical trials refer to patients with complete (American
Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) Impairment Scale (AIS) A) lesions in
the thoracic spinal cord as the preferred patient group for clinical
trials.2–5 Local adverse effects of a therapeutic strategy in these patients
would be less likely to deteriorate function. On the other hand, the
ICCP panel conclude that no widely accepted method for assessing
local function of the thoracic spinal cord exists other than sensory
evaluation according to the ASIA protocol. Change in sensory level
over time in complete thoracic SCI has been investigated to determine
what should be considered a significant deterioration or improve-
ment.6,7 These studies suggest that a change in sensory level of three
dermatomes should be considered a rare event and could be used to
track safety.

A comprehensive review of clinical modalities for assessment of
sensory, motor and autonomic function in thoracic SCI is presented in
Ellaway et al.8 Further advances regarding motor function was
reviewed in 2007.9 Motor evoked potentials of the paraspinal
muscles10 as well as intercostal muscles11 is described as a means of
evaluating motor function in thoracic SCI. Kuppuswamy et al.10 note
that erector spinae muscles extend more than one vertebral segment
making them less selective for evaluation of the thoracic cord.
Electromyography (EMG) signal could be elicited several segments
below the injury level, this was not seen in intercostal muscles.11

Anatomical studies of human intercostal muscles and innervation
also support their isolated segmentation.12 Every intercostal space was
shown to be innervated by its own intercostal nerve, the medial
branch of the spinal nerve and the muscle itself isolated between
ribs.12

The aim of this study was to develop a neurophysiological method
to evaluate motor function in the thoracic spinal cord with better
precision than today’s protocols. We hypothesize that intercostal EMG
activity reflects the state of the corresponding motor neuron pool in
the spinal cord. Further, the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
sequence used in this protocol was optimized to obtain imaging of
the spinal cord near titanium implants.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Approval for the study protocol was acquired from the local human ethics

committee at the Karolinska Institute. Inclusion criteria were male patients 18–

65 years, SCI in the thoracic cord from non-penetrating trauma, ASIA A, 41

year after injury. Exclusion criteria included contraindications for MRI such as

pacemaker, free metal fragments or self-reported claustrophobia.

Included patients’ electronic medical records were checked for ASIA class

from injury to chronic stage (1–4 years) to ensure that no transitions

concerning their ASIA classification had taken place.

Physical examination
A neurological examination was performed according to the ASIA protocol in

each patient by the same senior neurologist prior to each neurophysiological

exam, to determine the clinical injury level and the presence of spasticity.

Neurophysiology
All examinations were performed by the same senior neurophysiologist,

blinded to the results from the clinical examination and MRI. Two clinicians

counted intercostal spaces, and validation was performed through placement of

an indicator between two ribs during MRI examination. EMG recordings were

obtained bilaterally with a bipolar needle from the intercostal muscles in rest,

during voluntary activation through head lift (assessment of the cranial border

of the spinal cord lesion) and spastic activation of lower limbs (assessment of

the caudal border of the spinal cord lesion). Care was taken to exclude the

pectoralis major and serratus anterior muscles. Needle placement was selected

(Figure 1), and specific activation of pectoralis major and serratus anterior

muscles was performed to evaluate their contribution in every specific needle

position.

Neurophysiological results were translated into number of denervated

segments. This was defined as the number of whole spinal segments showing

complete denervation. When denervation was unilateral in one segment, or if

one segment presented a mixed result, it was considered as 0.5 denervated

segments. The patients’ sensation of the needle insertion was also recorded.

MRI
All patients underwent a 1.5T MRI exam using a whole-body MRI scanner

(Philips Intera Master, Best, The Netherlands) with a 15 ch spine coil (Medical

Advances, Milwaukee, WI, USA). All MRI examinations were performed

according to the same protocol. A three-plane localizer was obtained covering

the spinal canal. The diagnostic imaging protocol was acquired in a sagittal

plane using a customized 3D TSE T2W isotropic voxel pulse sequence. The

voxel size was 1.0�1.0�1.0mm with the following parameters: repetition time

2000ms, echo time 120ms, flip angle 90ms, echo train length 97ms, profile

order linear Y, field of view 300mm, bandwidth 653Hz, flow compensation

sensitized, fold-over direction anteroposterior (AP) and number of signal

averaged 1. Multiplanar reconstruction was performed on a Philips workstation

using Philips Easy vision R3.5.

To be able to securely determine the dimension of the spinal cord in the

MRIs, a saline immersed paraffin phantom cast as a piston with a known outer

diameter was added to every examination.

The length of the discontinuity of the spinal cord was determined by cranio-

caudal examination of the spinal cord in the transverse plane. The cranial

marker was set where signs of neural tissue and exiting spinal nerves

disappeared and the caudal marker where these signs reappeared.

The sagittal multiplanar reconstruction images shown in Figure 4 were

scaled to the same relative size using Adobe Photoshop CS4. Rotation, bright-

ness and contrast were also adjusted to facilitate comparison.

Statistics
The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated in Micro-

soft Excel.

Statements of Ethics
We certify that all applicable institutional and governmental regulations

concerning the ethical use of human volunteers were followed during the

course of this research.

RESULTS

Five male patients with complete chronic SCI in the thoracic cord
were included. Written and informed consent was acquired from all
subjects. Age of patients was 32–50 years (median 35), 1–4 years post-
injury (median 3). Three patients were injured in motorcycle acci-
dents, one patient in a motor vehicle accident and one in an accident
with a hang-glider. All patients presented as AISA A and remained so
throughout the clinical course. None of the patients had a clinical
history of frequent autonomic dysreflexia.

Clinical examination
Patients underwent clinical examination to confirm that all inclusion
criteria were met. They were all determined ASIA A as their clinical
history suggested. Neurological level was T3–T6 (median T5), and
lower body spasticity was present in all patients.

Neurophysiology
To assess motor function of the thoracic spinal cord, bipolar needle
EMG registrations in the intercostal muscles were performed. Three
distinct patterns were recognized: Above the level of SCI normal,
voluntarily activated motor unit potentials appeared (Figure 2a). At,
or close to, the level of sensory loss patients presented a varying
number of intercostal spaces with spontaneous EMG activity with
fibrillation potentials and positive sharp waves (Figure 2b). Below the
level of injury there were once again normal motor unit potentials
(Figure 2c), generated in concert with spastic activation of lower
limbs. The registrations and number of denervated segments from the
five individual patients are presented in Figure 3.
The patients’ sensation of the needle insertion was used to determine

the sensory level. It was coherent with motor level in two patients, one
segment was found above the voluntary motor level in two patients, and
one segment below the motor level in one patient (Figure 3).

MRI
MRI was performed in all patients to give an anatomical overview of
the individual injury and facilitate interpretation of results from
neurophysiology. In this sample of five ASIA A thoracic SCI patients,
the anatomical extent of the SCI varied. The length of spinal cord
discontinuity was 13–60mm, with the median found at 30mm
(Figure 4).

Figure 1 EMG recordings were obtained in the area indicated by the gray

field in the figure targeting intercostal muscles and avoiding influence of the

pectoralis major and serratus anterior muscles.
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All patients had their spine previously internally stabilized with
titanium instrumentation.

Comparing neurophysiology and MRI
The number of denervated segments was plotted against the length of
the spinal cord discontinuity as judged by MRI (Figure 5). The
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient for number of dener-
vated segments and length of lesion was r¼0.97, Po0.01.

DISCUSSION

The present report suggests that a traditional but thoroughly per-
formed neurophysiological examination may provide a detailed map
of the functional cranial and caudal margins of a thoracic SCI in
patients. By activating the motor neurons in the ventral horn, EMG
registrations from corresponding myotomes reflect the viability of the
spinal cord. Cranial to the injury, motor neurons were activated

voluntarily, whereas caudal to the injury, motor neurons were acti-
vated by inducing spasticity in the lower part of the body, a strategy
that to our knowledge has not previously been described. Further, we
present an MRI sequence for spinal cord imaging that delineates the
injury zone with a high correlation (r¼0.97) to the functional
evaluation.
The injury zone showed a denervation pattern with positive sharp

waves and fibrillation potentials. This pattern is thought to arise from
spontaneous firing from upregulated acetyl choline receptors a few
weeks after stripped neural input, which remains until reinnervation
occurs.13 The patients in this study presented with a permanent
denervation pattern in the injury zone, without signs of reinnervation.
This finding was interpreted as devitalized motor neurons in the
corresponding ventral horn and thus chronically injured spinal cord
tissue, although components of simultaneous peripheral nerve injury
cannot be ruled out.

Figure 2 Representative recordings of intercostal electromyography (EMG) in sensorimotor complete SCI patients showing three distinct patterns.

(a) Voluntarily activated, typical motor unit potential obtained in intercostal muscle above the level of injury. (b) EMG recording in intercostal muscle from

the lesion area showing signs of denervation with positive sharp waves and fibrillation potentials. No motor unit potentials (MUPs). (c) Registration from

paretic muscles without voluntary activation showed normal MUP after spastic activation of the lower part of the body. (d) Myotomes with large amplitude

reflected reinnervation and was interpreted as previous root injury.

Figure 3 Results from intercostal electromyography examination of five sensorimotor complete thoracic SCI patients. Sensory levels are indicated. Some

segments showed a mixed pattern (*). Same letters assigned as in Figure 4. Patient (a) showed two full segments of denervation activity before spastically

activated normal motor unit potential (MUP) reappeared below the lesion. Patient (b) had voluntarily activated large-amplitude MUP just adjacent to the

lesion interpreted as a reinnervated root injury, and an asymmetrical reappearance of spastically activated normal MUP, totaling 2.25 denervated segments.

Patient (c) showed no denervated segment. Patient (d) had an asymmetrical injury translated to 0.75 denervated segments, in one segment below the lesion

spastically activated large amplitude MUP were found interpreted as an earlier root injury. Patient (e) presented with one unilateral segment showing a mixed

pattern of voluntarily activated MUP and denervation activity, 0.25 denervated segments in total.
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Thoracic motor neuron pools in incomplete SCI (non-ASIA A)
could be evaluated just as well as complete (ASIA A). The method will
not discriminate between different ASIA classes, as it does not target
long fiber tracts crossing the injury zone.
A limitation to our approach is that it is unable to assess

sensory and autonomic functions. For a complete evaluation of
an SCI, the neurophysiological principles described in this paper
needs to be combined with other methods (for discussion see
Ellaway et al.8).
No adverse events were seen in our study of five patients. Needle

EMG of the intercostal muscles could possibly result in pneumothorax
if the needle is inserted too deeply, and has been reported in a few
cases of cervical root stimulation.14 We advocate that intercostal
needle EMG should be performed by experienced neurophysiologists.
According to local preferences, ultrasound could be used for visualiza-
tion of needle position.

In summary, we report a neurophysiological approach to establish the
cranial and caudal margins of motor neuron function in complete
thoracic SCI. We suggest that this method would provide a valuable
outcome measure in clinical trials. The method may serve as a comple-
ment to routine clinical evaluation andMRI in patients with thoracic SCI.
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